
HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO
CLEAN TENTS WITH A TEECO

WASHING MACHINE? 

Classic 

Signature 

Turbo 

Premium 

12 Minutes

2 Minutes

2.5 Minutes

3 Minutes

6 Minutes

1 Minute

1.25 Minutes

1.5 Minutes

Full Load Half Load

We're dedicated to helping party rental companies run more
efficiently. Investing in a Teeco washing machine allows your team to
save hours on hand cleaning while returning tents to their wedding-
white condition.  Use this chart to calculate how Teeco can help you

decrease the time it takes to properly clean tents.

After loading tents into the machine, the wash cycle begins

by filling the drum with water. Teeco’s machines are

powered to fill quickly and efficiently .

Once the machine is loaded and filled with water, it’s

ready to run. The time required to complete a wash

cycle varies by the cleanliness of tents.

Light (mud, pollen, dust) 10 Minutes

20 Minutes

30 Minutes

Level of Dirt Wash Time

After the wash is

complete, the machine

must be drained. All

Teeco models only

require a few minutes of

drain time.

Classic 

Signature 

Turbo 

Premium 

2 Minutes

2 Minutes

2.5 Minutes

3 Minutes

Total Time

Total Water Fill Time

+

Total Wash/Rinse Time Total Drain Time

+ =

Minutes
(in minutes) (in minutes)(in minutes)

Water Filling

Wash Time

Drain Time

Extra Steps

Light (mud, pollen, dust) 

Light (mud, pollen, dust) Medium (tree sap, light mold) 

Heavy (gray from air pollution

build-up after long-term

installations) 

Depending on the cleanliness of tents, additional rinse

sequences may be required. This ensures that all dirt and

chemicals are properly removed. 

Light 

Medium 

Heavy 

0

1 Rinse

2 to 3 Rinses

Extra 10 Minute RinseAmount of Dirt

add an additional fill and drain to total time.

info@teecosolutions.com(314) 968-3555

For each rinse,

teecosolutions.com

Teeco's machines are built to wash tents quickly and

efficiently. Our short cycle times allow you to spend

time on more important tasks in your business, such as

tearing down events and organizing your inventory.


